Thalassole & Thalasselixer
The Efficacy of Sole and Sea Minerals
The mixture of water and crystal salt, called "sole" (so-lay) is the most flexible physical
representation of pure solar and light energy. It is in fact the origin of life, or the proverbial
primordial soup. Every vital biological process on Earth is directly connected to an energy
potential, which comes about when water and salt combine. Salt is literally stored energy and
water is the universal solvent. Progress Earth’s mission is to deliver the most conscious
products that deal directly with life’s most precious and potent sources of life force.
To fully grasp the relevance of Thalassole and Thalasselixer one must become comfortable
with the idea that every living and non-living thing vibrates and is in a relative state of
resonance. Resonance is what allows a living organism or a vortex to resist the forces of
entropy, or the idea that, all things being equal, things tend to fall apart. The idea of entropy
is defined by the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The sand on a beach is a perfect example
of this, as nobody in their right mind expects the grains to reform as a shell. Similarly, if you
could approach a tornado you could punch it. It’s physical, yet made up of thin air. Or a
hurricane, it is the resonance of air working as a low pressure system that allows the
organization and, more importantly, the energy associated with such powerful and
fundamental earth processes.
Thalassole & Thalasselixer provide the tools that the body needs to maintain a healthy
vibration and supreme resonance in the living organism. After all, we are electrical entities,
unconsciously relying on the uncountable electrochemical reactions that keep us thinking,
feeling, and moving in all that we do…without falling apart. In the modern world, unfortunately

we are not getting these vital tools from our food. Our food is often manufactured, not grown,
and when it is cultivated it is empty, having been grown with artificial materials and industrial
by-products. We try to replace these tools with supplements made by man and it simply runs
right through us, as our bodies reject and must be coerced into what is not created by nature.
This is a large part of how we can have the most expensive health care system in the world in
the US and some of the sickest people. Thalassole and Thalasselixer are 100% natural
products that reinforce the body’s innate processes, derived by nature and available to cells.
The crystalline structure of a natural salt brine is so potent and profound that its vibration
pattern lasts over 24 hours in the body. As such, with brine water, you can regain exactly the
vibration pattern that the body is lacking when it is sick, precisely because Thalassole and
Thalasselixer contain ALL of the possible subtle vibrational energies that the body may need.
These are the same subtle energies we experience through our chakra system and that are
manipulated via homeopathic tinctures, acupuncture, gem elixirs, or flower essences, for
examples. For this reason, it is hard to predict exactly how each person will benefit from
Thalassole or Thalasselixer due to the unique vibration (or lack of vibration) of each individual
person. As with anything of excellence the quality of the salt and water is paramount for a
quality product, and Progress Earth cuts no corners. We harvest our ocean water from the
pristine Gulf Stream and import our Himalayan crystal salt from the Hunza Valley in Pakistan.
The biodynamic preps are formulated on a certified organic farm in Water Mill, NY and take up
to a year to potentize. These products are hand made, created with the greatest intention and
the utmost of consciousness, so that the earth may be healed.
The word sole means brine and comes from the Latin word sol for sun. So the literal meaning
of sole is liquid sun. Thalassa is the Greek sea goddess, representing the central importance of
the sea to life and health. Biodynamics was developed by Rudolph Steiner in the 1920’s as a
reaction to artificial farming and as a means to create harmony in and amongst living forms.
The result is Thalassole. The benefits of drinking salt brines are known to antiquity, and are
common in most popular detox or cleansing regimens. Benefits include, but are not limited to:
A) Harmonize the alkaline/acidic balance in the body and normalize blood pressure
B) Can lower the craving for addictive desires such as caffeine, alcohol, and sugar
C) Can dissolve and eliminate sediments that lead to stones and various long-term problems
such as arthritis or kidney and gall bladder stones
D) Encourages long term bone, tooth, and joint health by providing naturally assimilable
sources of Ca+ that act to eliminate calcium deposits and regulate body functions
E) Supply the body with the natural energy stored within the crystals for a period of 24 hours
F) Detox parasites and heavy metals such as lead, mercury, arsenic, amalgam, etc. by
breaking up their molecular structures
G) Helps normalize bowel functions
H) Helps nourish skin and hair from the inside. Use diluted as a topical spray or rub.
I) Provides the body with the nourishment tools needed to carry out physiological and
metabolic functions that are lacking from our food
J) Generally cleanses and reinforces the body’s natural wellness processes. The body is not
designed to be sick.
Uses include, but are not limited to:
1) Re-mineralize RO or Distilled Water: When water is devoid of everything it is in a very
aggressive state. If we ingest this water in this aggressive state it can actually leach
necessary minerals from our body and diets, i.e. pure rain water and the Grand Canyon.
Use Thalassole at ¼ - ½ teaspoon per gallon to re-mineralize RO or distilled water.

2) Daily Sole: Take a teaspoon in a glass of pure water daily on an empty stomach. Sole has
been used and known for millennia as a panacea. Unleash the stored potential of natures
colloidal minerals for the benefit of human health today. Ask about the Sole book!
3) Athletic Performance / Electrolyte Replacement: Providing the body with the entirety
of mineral and energetic influence on earth allows increased energy, vitality, and health by
actually replacing what the body is losing. The soluble minerals that we lose when
sweating are only partially replaced by popular sports drinks and electrolyte products.
4) Liquid Vitamin: Thalassole is liquid cell food. Studies verified with USDA data have proven
that our food is not the vitamin that it used to be. Empty fertilizers result in empty harvests
forcing the public to find a supplemental source of life’s necessary components. Thalassole
contains these components in a colloidal form that your body can use.
5) Pet tonic: We feed animals what we don’t want to eat and expect them to be healthy. The
increased use of pharmaceuticals in animals is simple evidence of this. This is also the
reason you may have caught your animal eating grass or dirt, they are likely lacking in life’s
essential nutrients. Simply add 5 drops to your pet’s water bowl when you change it and
notice the difference.
6) Cooking: Thalassole re-mineralizes foods and acts as a premium salt for cooking. Please
throw away the NaCl in your kitchen, as it is a poison. See below for more information.
Traditional ‘sole’ is Himalayan crystal salt in water. Thalassole enhances the idea of traditional
sole by including pristine sea minerals from the Gulf Stream, the nine biodynamic (BD)
preparations (BD500-508; horn humus, horn silica, yarrow, chamomile, stinging nettle, oak
bark, dandelion, valerian, and horsetail), colloidal clay, and Nettle’s Tea. By marrying sea
minerals with Himalayan crystal salt in the presence of the BD preps, the full entirety of
mineral and energetic potential available on the surface of the earth is achieved. The colloidal
clay acts as a lubricant by allowing proper communication between the rhythmic (heart &
lung) and nerve sense systems (brain & five senses) of the body so that the ingredients can
work within the living organism.
Thalassole & Thalasselixer are NOT manufactured in any way. There are ZERO preservatives.
The natural salts act to maintain the efficacy of the products. These naturally refined materials
are simply brought together to be enjoyed in one place. As you will notice, all of the
ingredients are used medicinally in their own right and can be found on the shelves of health
food stores.
Wellness is attained only at the cellular level. It is estimated that almost all of the cells in the
human body regenerate every 18 months and the entire body every 7 years or so. Wellness
certainly does not come over night, only through deliberate awareness of the obstacles we
place in front of collective societal health via empty harvests and misguided intentions.
Thalassole and Thalasselixer are colloidal products, meaning all of their components are
available to the body and its cells. Colloidal is described as the state of a solute when its
molecules are not present as separate entities, as in a true solution, but are grouped together
to form solute “particles”. These particles, approximately one hundred-thousandth to one
tenmillionth of a centimeter across and only detectable by means of an ultramicroscope, carry a
resultant electric charge. The human body is an electrical organism and it is this colloidal state
that enables the membranes of the human body to absorb essential mineral elements directly
without their having first to be processed organically by plant or animal. Every cell of the
human body is made of colloids arranged to perform specific functions. Think of the cell wall
as an energetic puzzle and the colloid as one of the pieces. The individual element may be
rejected (i.e. traditional Ca+ supplements, Vitamin C vs. ascorbic acid, or any singular
unbalanced ingredient), but the colloid fits like a glove. Colloidal particles are so small, and
therefore have such a large surface area (a teaspoon of particles has a surface area greater

than a football field!), that they generate surface energies that have powerful influences on
physical and chemical reactions. Many of the materials we use as medicine work against the
body to correct a symptom, Thalassole and Thalasselixer work with the body, preventatively
influencing the root of the problem, so that it can naturally heal itself.
We are also the only animal that washes its food. We must do this to ensure the sanctity of
foodstuff due to our unsanitary growing practices, but we used to pull the carrot out of the
ground and eat it. This means we are losing vital humic acids that our bodies have grown to
expect. These humic acids are delivered via the humified BD preps 500-508. In addition to the
humic benefits, there are resources abound for discovering the wellness potential of the herbs
contained in Thalassole = yarrow, chamomile, stinging nettle, oak bark, dandelion, valerian,
and horsetail. Ask your local health food store, naturopath, herbology book, or simply put the
words into a search engine online.
Thalasselixer takes this concept one step further by incorporating one of nature’s most
perfect living foods and potent sources of vegetal nourishment - wheatgrass. Thalasselixer is
75% Thalassole, 12.5% fresh wheatgrass, and 12.5% fermented wheatgrass. The benefits of
fermentation are readily known and can be found by putting “benefits of fermentation” into a
search engine. Thalasselixer is formulated using special potentization processes that properly
distribute and imprint the energies associated utilizing sacred geometries. The salt brine of
Thalassole prevents the wheatgrass from ever spoiling, allowing a mobile and perpetual source
of earth’s most potent sources of life force!

